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3 William Road 

Queens Park 

Bournemouth  BH7 7BB 

E-mail: Dmitch8090@aol.com 

Tel: &Fax: (01202) 301207 

Web-site: www.casia.co.uk 

 

Tuesday, 14 July 2009 

 

 

Ms Neasa MacFarlan 

The Independent 

Independent House 

191 Marsh Wall 

London  E14  9RS 

 

Dear Ms MacFarlan 

 

Your Article 6
th

 June 2009, “ Thousands to be hit by “dishonest” law firms.  
 

Please do you know or please could you find out if there is a full judgment of the case Moore & 

Blatch claim to have won for a motorbike dispatch rider. Someone has been trying to find this on 

line but has failed so it seems that the case might have been settled out of court. I have e-mailed 

Moore & Blatch but I doubt that I will get a reply as my name might be too well known to them. 

 

Although this is not an official letter, I am one of the directors of CASIA, (Complaints Against 

Solicitors, action for Independent Regulation), a company limited by guarantee as is the Law 

Society but without it’s power or influence.  CASIA was registered as a company in January 

1996 following a meeting in June 1995 of 25 persons who had responded to the National 

Consumer Council’s idea of having a meeting of those interested in complaints against solicitors. 

 

I made the web-site. www.casiaweb.com, now changed  to: www.casia.co.uk , about 2000. It has 

been off-line off line for a while and I have been too busy do much updating but the web-gives 

you some idea of what CASIA is about.   

 

The site has links to the sites of other members and one of those was to Günther Kampichler 

whose personal injury case was handled by Moore & Blatch from 1988 to 1994.which 

unfortunately is down at the moment.  He sued the firm in 2002 as a self-litigant but lost because, 

unbelievably – and that is the right word – of the Q.C’s last minute pretence that Mr Kampichler 

did not have any whip-lash injuries, he had a severe underlying degenerative disease instead! 

There was no mention of such a disease in his medical records before the hearing or since. Not 

once, in this country, had he been thoroughly examined in hospital, despite his attempts to get 

into one. 

 

Mr Kampichler, an innocent victim of two car accidents, was very badly let down by Moore & 

Blatch, very much like the rider’s original firm.  He had whiplash injuries but he was never sent 

for an x-ray.  His “solicitor” whose true status was that of a clerk twice sent him, despite his 

protests after the first visit, to a consultant who does not appear to have been qualified as a 

consultant at the time and whose speciality he learnt later was knees and hips.  He made no 

examination of Mr Kampichler but relied on Notes from other doctors and affected to believe 

that Mr Kampichler had mild whiplash injuries with a severe psychological overlay. He even told 

the opposing solicitor after Mr Kampichler objected to being sent back to the same “consultant”, 

that Mr Kampichler was going mad and implied that Mr Kampichler was a malinger.  This 

consultant, with the questionable status was deemed to be the impartial “Expert” at the hearing 

yet, when Mr Kampichler asked him quite civilly the date he had qualified and why he had called 

him a malingerer, he lost his temper and shouted out “Malinger” in court, despite the written 
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Report of the surgeon who eventually operated on Mr Kampichler who had found crushed 

cervical vertebrae, crushed discs, a spine severely out of alignment and a trapped nerve string, 

the cause of the intense pain Mr Kampichler had been in for six years. The judge then turned on 

Mr Kampichler, refused to let him ask any more questions. and practically accused him of 

harassing the consultant despite the fact that the General Medical Council and the Royal College 

of Surgeons had confirmed that he was not qualified as a consultant when he had seen Mr 

Kampichler, evidence ignored.  

 

Mr Kampichler had been offered £96,000 to settle the case out of court but he felt so strongly 

about the inhuman and appalling way Moore & Blatch had handled his case, leaving him 

virtually incapable of doing anything because of his constant severe pain, that the case was one 

that must see the light of a court hearing which could help others.   He lost the case, I believe, 

because the defence had no intention of letting him win despite so much crucial evidence in his 

favour, mention of which was avoided. A self-litigant, for whom even the act of standing was 

painful, faced a Q.C., a junior barrister, a solicitor and another Defence member, hardly a “level 

playing field”. 

 

I was in court with Mr Kampichler.  I did and still do most of his typing.  What I cannot get over 

is the alacrity with which this false and fabricated proposition by the Q.C. was seized upon by the 

judge who lost no time in telling the court that this meant that there should have been no case 

against Moore & Blatch because it wasn’t a personal injury case and because of this Mr 

Kampichler could not cross examine the clerk who had handled his case. The subject of the 

monies the clerk had wrongly withheld was not even mentioned until Mr Kampichler then 

protested at the judge’s attempt to close the case. If it was not a personal injury case, why had the 

firm not found out in the six years consultation? Why had they then offered £96,000 to settle out 

of court?  

 

There is a twist in the tale.  The clerk had telephoned him when Mr Kampichler had finally got 

into a hospital – in 1994 in Austria – where he was in such pain that he was given an intravenous 

drip of morphine and extra morphine about every half hour – and told him that unless he agreed 

to the £100,000 compensation then offered, he would come off the case and Mr Kampichler 

would have to pay all the cost of the last six years – this is actually on the tape the clerk made at 

the time which was in the clerk’s files which Mr Kampichler actually got possession of.  Mr 

Kampichler then reminded the judge that the clerk had withheld money from the inadequate 

compensation of £100,000 he had been forced to accept and, the crucial point, had corresponded 

with him after the consultation ended. As he was too ill to write notes, he had taped earlier 

conversations with the clerk and others.   The judge then was forced to uphold this allegation and 

he was awarded costs for that but a battle about costs has been going on ever since. 

 

Mr Kampichler in 1994  had had a plate fitted to his neck by the Austrian surgeon who operated 

on him and later had the plate renewed as osteobytes continue to grow and cause pressure on his 

damaged nerves.   He hoped to get it renewed again but has been too ill. His health has grown 

progressively worse recently,  he is now on oxygen almost permanently which is not desirable as 

the lungs are not exercised so much 

 

Early December 2008 he learnt that the surgeon who operated on him, called “Dr” Moser as 

surgeons are not called “Mr” in Austria, was going to be in Linz, his home town where Dr Moser 

has one of his three clinics, (He flies his own plane between them).  Desperate for help with his 

never-ending pain, Mr Kampichler  got permission from his doctor to travel and to be allowed 

oxgen on the journey and arranged for an ambulance to meet him on arrival to take him to the 

Clinic.  However, it was soon realised that he had a serious lung infection and he was sent to the 

intensive care unit at the public hospital. He nearly died, recovered but then fell into a coma for 

nearly a fortnight.  His sister was sent for twice because he was not expected to live but he did. It 

was then discovered that he had severe internal bleeding as a result of the non-clotting drug he 

must take because he is so inactive and he had a life and death operation to drain the blood etc 

which he also survived.  Later he spent a couple of weeks convalescing at his sister’s but had to 
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return [30
th
 March 2009] as he has internal imbedded pumps in his body delivering morphine and 

cortisone which had to be refilled.  He had a letter from a doctor saying he could fly but the pilot 

refused to take him as it was dated a week before.  Mr Kampichler got himself on an ordinary 

flight and a friend met him with oxygen and drove him home but the trip made him so ill he went 

to hospital the next day and he has been in hospital several times since. 

 

His mind is as alert as ever but his body is useless.  Had his whiplash injuries been properly 

diagnosed at the start – strangely he even got more support from the original defence doctor than 

some of the doctors he was sent to  -  the damage from non-treatment might not have been so bad 

but his requests for x-rays was ignored and so was his plea to be examined at a hospital. 

 

Understandably he is very bitter.  To read the self-congratulations of Moore and Blatch over the 

biker’s case cause him real agony. They, through Bond Pearce, are still fighting Mr Kampichler’s 

attempts to get justice.  Just before he went to Austria he put in a fresh Application,and told  the 

court that he was going to [to Austria to see his surgeon} and try and get treatment.   The case 

was heard in his absence (as all his cases have been since 2004 when he collapsed in court, after 

being brought there by ambulance, and he could not recover sufficiently for the case to be 

continued.)  The judgment, 12
th
 January 2009,  says that as he was well enough to write an 

application he was well enough to attend court which shows  very biased and false reasoning, 

and, in effect,  as he had  “refused to attend”  the costs that he had won would be forfeit. It shows 

that the lies about “malingering” – which is supposed to be proved in court if alleged -  still infect 

and poison his case.  That decision is spiteful and mean, the court has been sent constant up-dates 

on his already large medical records.  i.e. over 60 admissions to hospital, most as an emergency 

and they know that I do the physical work of typing his claims etc. How well does that sit with 

the supposedly caring and compassionate concern of Moore & Blatch? 

 

The full story is on Mr Kampichler’s web-site but this went off line when aol decided not to the  

member’s web-sites and Mr Kampichler has been in and out of hospital so much with increasing 

frequency and is so ill that he has been unable to get the site updated.  

 

Recently he was given a machine for producing oxygen.  He has had problems getting sufficient 

oxygen as the amount recorded, due to a misunderstanding, was too low so he was at constant 

risk of running out.  There were problems over blood tests because it is nearly impossible for any 

doctor or nurse to find a vein. There were problems getting ambulances to take him to get his 

pumps refilled- recently he was told he could “Pension credits” to pay for using  a taxi but it is 

too dangerous to use taxis any more  – rides could be too bumpy - and anyway, taxis will refuse 

to take a passenger who needs oxygen bottles to travel. Mr Kampichler is too breathless to do 

much telephoning so I have been doing it, spending hours and hours on the telephone trying to 

get basic medical help -–individuals are very helpful but the system is not. 

 

N.B.  It is a crime to charge for legal advice when you are not qualified yet apparently all that 

happened after the clerk’s lack of qualification was exposed, was that the clerk was then retired – 

probably with generous financial settlement and – presumably on the advice of the Law Society – 

the firm then had an article in the local paper trumpeting the fact  that it was now employing two 

new personal injury solicitors – too late though to help Mr Kampichler.  I doubt that the firm was 

even fined. The police eventually dropped the case against the non “solicitor”. 

 

Could not Mr Kampichler’s story receive a little publicity?  

 

If there is no judgment in the bike rider’s case , there is no way of finding out what really 

happened. I am corresponding now with another bike victim who was denied proper 

compensation – usual tactics of belittling the injury and pretending that there were previous 

medical conditions when there is no proof whatsoever of these which still leaves them very hard 

to deny. Firms that settle out of court too usually make it a condition that the victim must keep 

silent about his case. Why – if they still want to claim the glory?  
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Report written on August 10, 2009: 
 
Günther is in hospital again.  
  
He is having breathing problems even though he is on oxygen more or less constantly now.  
(Relying on oxygen is not a good thing because the lungs are not used which weakens them). 
  
His doctor came came to see him on Monday (about midday?) 3rd August and was so concerned 
that his chest was so "tight" that she arranged for him to be admitted to the Nuffield Hospital in 
Bournemouth  immediately.  He had no time to pack so later he telephoned me to ask  me to take 
toiletries, clothes, laptop etc but unfortunately the room he is in has no laptop connection so he 
cannot send or receive e-mails.  
  
Understandably,he is feeling very down. There is no position, sitting or lying, in which he is 
comfortable and free from pain.  As a consequence of his whiplash injuries he has tinnitus  and all 
food tastes much the same to him and he can eat very little anyway as weight gain is a problem 
when taking cortisone. 
  
He flew to Austria on 3rd December as he heard that Dr Moser - who is actually a brilliant surgeon 
who flies his pwn plane to his clinics -  would be at his clinic in Lanz, his home town.  He had to get 
a medical note to travel as he would need oxygen on the flight.  He was met by an ambulance and 
taken to the clinix but it was then discovered that he had a serious lung infection so he was rushed 
to the public hospit al.  He nearly died but recovered but then was in a coma for nearly two weeks.  
His sister   was twice called to his bedside because he was not expected to live.  Again he 
recovered and then it was found that he had severe internal bleeding - he has to take tablets to thin 
his blood so that he does not get blood clots as he can do very little but sit in a special chair every 
day. Again he recovered from this life and death operation. 
  
He flew back on 30th March but not on the plane he had booked on because, although he had a 
note from the doctor, the pilot refused to take him because it was a week old. 
  
the friend who had driven him to the airport drove him home but relly he is too ill to be driven in a 
car.  The next day he had to go into hospital and he has been in and out ever since. 
  
He lost his case in 2002 because the barrister with no medical training, said that he did not have 
whiplash injuries, he had a severe, underlying degenerative disease.  Until Dr Moser had operated 
on G. and found crushed cervical bones, cr4ushed discs, a spine severly out of alignment and a 
trapped nerve string, his "solictor", who was actually a clerk, insisted that he had very mild whiplast 
injuries witha sever psychological overlay",  Lady Justice Hallet agreed with the barrister so quickly 
that it was indecent and then said that Moore & Blatch should not have been acting for him as it 
was not an insurance case. 
  
She tried to stop the case there and then  but G. protested as Mabbutt had wrongly withheld 
monies from the compensation G. was forced to agree to on pain of having to pay all costs unless 
he did so, and as Mabutt had written to G. afyret the case was closed - actually G. was writing 
asking when he was going to get he "compensation"  so G. won that issues and certain costs. 
  
Bond Pearce, who act for Moore & blatch, went to court and got this money back, knowing G. was 
in Italy having an second operation and plate fitted.  G. won it bck again by proving that BP knew 
he would be in Italy. He sent an application about costs I think saying he would be flying to Linz on 
3rd December so would be unable to attend to legsl matters but they went to court again and won 
back those cost on the grounds that  as G, was well enough to write an application he was well 
enough to go to court so as he was refusing to go to court, they won the costs again. The affection 
 by Mabbutt that G. was really a malinger - supported in court by the Defence's tame consultant, 
still sticks to his case no  matter what medical reports are sent to the court. 
  
He had a appeal -  by telephone with Jutice Ward - he should have had two judges - who turned 
down his appeal but wrote on his judgment that  "he felt very sorry for the suffering he had endured 
since his accidents" - surely a Freduian slip if there was ever one.  
  
I wish he could get his website back up - he "lost" it when aol no longer supported members' web-
sites.  Someone can put it back but G has been too ill to deal with it. 
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What is also strange, in a case very similar to G.'s, the victim was told too that her injuries were 
mild but that she too seffered a  "severe pyschological overlay". 
  
Really, he is too ill to be living on his own. He has had over sixty admissions to hospital - for some 
time now they have nearly all been emergency admittances. 
  
Someone has been supposed to help him with his appeal but there has been no action so far. 
  
Thank you for being interested. 

 


